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A PRIORI BOUNDS FOR BOUNDARY SETS1

J. W. BEBERNES AND ROSS FRAKER

Abstract. Consider y" =/(/, y, y') with boundary conditions

(0, 3,(0), y(0))eSi, (l, y(l), y'(l))eSi. It is shown that the
boundary value problem has a solution for certain boundary sets

Si and S2 which depend on the assumed Nagumo condition for

fit, y, /)■

1. Consider the boundary value problem

(1) y'=f(t,y,y'),

(2) (0, y(0), y'(0)) E Sh        (1, y(l), y'(\)) E S2,

where f(t, y, z) is continuous on [0, l]XP2 and the boundary sets Si

and S2 are subsets of [0, l]XP2 which will be defined later.

The first author together with R. Wilhelmsen has previously con-

sidered boundary value problem BVP (l)-(2) in [l], [2], and [3].

Jackson and Klaasen [5] and Sgdziwy [7] have also investigated

BVP (l)-(2). Assuming f(t, y, z) satisfies a Nagumo condition, i.e.,

a growth restriction in the z-variable, when (/, y) lies in some com-

pact set, a priori bounds can be determined which restrict the growth

of the derivative y'(t) of any solution y(t) of (1) as long as (/, y(t)) lies

in the given compact set. The purpose of this paper is to show how

these a priori bounds can be utilized to determine Si and S2. These

a priori bounds permit the construction of boundary sets, more

general than hereto considered, for which BVP (l)-(2) has at least

one solution.

2. Let a(t), ß(t)EC[0, l] with a(t)^ß(t) for all tE[0, l]. The
function /(/, y, z) satisfies a Nagumo condition with respect to the

pair a(t), ß(t) in case there exists a positive continuous function <j>(s)

on [0, «) such that \f(t,y,z)\ g0(|z| ) for alliG [0, l],a(t)^y^ß(t),

\z\ < », and such that

/°°     s—-ds= + ».
<b(s)
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If f(t, y, z) satisfies a Nagumo condition, then the following condition

holds.

(A) For any 0</0^l there is N(to) >0 such that, if y(t) is a solu-

tion of (1) on [0, tB) with ait) ¿yit) ¿ßit) on [0, t0), then |y'(f)|

¿Nfa) on [0, t0). (See, for example, [4, p. 428].)

Condition (A) implies condition (B). A proof of this implication

can be given using the Kamke convergence theorem [4, p. 14].

(B) Given any B2^0 and any ¿oG(0, l] there exists a positive

number NiB2) such that, for any solution yit) of (1) with |y'(0)|

¿B2 and ait) ¿y(t) ¿ß(t) for all t-E[0, t0], \y'(t)\ ^N(B2) for all
tE[0,t0].

For ait), ß(t)EC[0, l] with a(t)^ß(t) for all tE [0, l], define

T={it,y,z)\tE[0,l],ait)£y£ßit), |s| < oo }.

For tE[0, 1], let C(/) = {it, y, z)|a(i) uy£ßit), |z| <°°}» $»(0

= {it,y,z)\y = ait),\z\ < « }, and 5fl(0 = {(/, y,z)\y =ßit), \z\ < co }.

Theorem 1. Assume that condition (B) holds and that there exist ait),

ßit)EC2[0,   1],  ait)<ßit),   such  that a"it)>fit,  ait),  a'it)),  ß"it)

<fit, ßit), ß'it)) on [O, l]. If Si is a compact connected subset of C(0)

which intersects both {(0,a¡(0),z)|z^a'(0)} and {(0,0(0), z)|zè/3'(0) j

and if S2 is a closed connected subset of Cil) which intersects the line

{(1, y, z) | z = k} for every real k, then B VP (l)-(2) has a solution yit)

with ait) ¿yit) ¿ßit) on [0, l].

Proof. Define

fit, y, y') = fit, ßit), y') + (y - ßit)),      ßit) < y,
(4) = fit, y, y'), ait) ¿y ¿ßit),

= fit, ait), y') + iy- ait)),        ait) > y,

for ail tE [0, 1 ], | y'| < °°. It suffices to show that the boundary value

problem

(5) y" = Jit, y, y')

with boundary conditions (2) has a solution y(i) with ait) ¿yit) ¿ßit)

on [O, l] since by the definition oí fit, y, y'), yit) is then a solution of

BVP (l)-(2).
Note that any solution yit) of (5) with (0, y(0), y'(0))G5i, which

satisfies it, yit), y'it))ET on [0, t0] for some ¿oG(0, 1), and

(¿o, yito), y'(¿o))Gbndy T has the property that (/, yit), y'it))ETior

any tEih, l] for which yit) exists. In addition if (0, y(0), y'(0))G5i

is such that y(0) =0(0) and y'(0)è/3'(0) or y(0)=a(0) and y'(0)

¿a'iO), then (/, yit), y'it))ETior any ¿G(0, l] for which y(i) exists.
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For assume^ E [0, 1), (t, y(t), y'(t)) ET ior tE [0,t0], and, fordefinite-

ness, y(to)=ß(to)- Then y'(t0)^ß'(t0) and ß(t)<y(t) for all t in some

right neighborhood of t0. If ß(h) =y(k) for some hE(ta, l], then there

exists kE(k, ii) with y(k)>ß(k), y'(k)=ß'(k), and y"(k)^ß"(k).

However, ß"(k) <f(k, ß(k),ß'(k)) =f(k, ß(k), ß'(k)) ='f(k, ß(k), y'(k))
<f(k,y(k),y'(k))=y"(k).

The existence of a solution y(t) of BVP (5)-(2), follows from [l,

Theorem 3, p. 1061]. Hence, there exists a solution y(t) of (5) satisfy-

ing (2) with a(t) ^y(t) uß(t). By definition of/(/, y, z), y(t) is a solu-

tion of BVP (l)-(2).

The next theorem is similar to those in [3] and [7]. Because a

Nagumo condition is assumed, our proof is simpler.

Theorem 2. Assume f(t, y, z) satisfies a Nagumo condition with

respect to a(t), ß(t)EC2[0, l] with a(t)^ß(t), a"(t)^f(t, a(t), a'(t)),

and ß"(t) g/(f, ß(t), ß'(t)) for all tE [0, l]. // Si and S2 are as in The-

orem 1, then BVP (1)—(2) has a solution y(t) with a(t) úy(t) ^ß(t) on

[0,1].

Proof. hetf(t, y, z) be the modification off(t, y, z) defined by (4).

Define the sequences {ßn(t)] and {<*„(/)} by ßn(t) -ß(t) + l/n,

an(t) =a(t) — l/n for all integers w^ 1 and all tE [0, l]. Note that on

[0,1 ] each pair an(t), ßn(t) is such that an(t) <ßn(t), ct'¿(t) >f(t, otn(t), a'n(t)),

andß'^(t)<f(t,ßn(t),ß'n(t)).

By assumption,/(/, y, y') satisfies a Nagumo condition with respect

to a(t) and ß(t). From the definition of /(/, y, y'), it follows that

\f(t, y, y')\ g0(| y'\ ) + 1 for all tE [0, l], an(t) ^y^ßn(t), and| y'\ < oo

where<f> is the Nagumo function for/. It is clear that

J00         í                                        r°°     s
-ds = + œ        if -ds = + oo.
4>(s) + 1                                J       <p(s)

Hence, f(t, y, y') satisfies a Nagumo condition with respect to

every pair an(t), ßn(t)- Choose (0, yi, yi)ESiAS^O) and (0, y2, y2)

ESinSa(0) such thatyi ^ß'(0) and y2úct'(Q) and define

Si* =Si\J {(0, y, yl) | 0(0) Ú y ^ ß(0) + l]

V{(0,y,yi)\a(0) -1 ^y^a(O)}.

Since each an(t) and ßn(t) satisfies a!¿(t) >f(t,an(t), oi(t)) and #,'(/)

<f(t, ßn(t), ß'n(t)), respectively, with an(t)<ßn(t) and since /(/, y, z)

satisfies a Nagumo condition with respect to an and ßn (hence, condi-

tion (B) relative to an(t) and ßn(t) is satisfied), we may evoke The-

orem 1 to conclude that y" =f(t, y, y'), (0, y(0), y'(0))ES*, (1, y(l),
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y'(l))G52, has a solution yn(t) for each «^ 1 with an(t) ¿ynit) ¿ßnit)

on [0,1].

By the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, we conclude that there exists a

solution y(i)GC2[0, l] of BVP (5)-(2) with ait) ¿yit) ¿ßit). But

then yit) is in fact a solution of BVP (l)-(2).

3. Assuming/(i, y, z) satisfies a Nagumo condition with respect to

ait),ßit)EC2[0, í]íora(t)¿ß(t)íoral\tE[0, 1 J, let

X = maxi |  a(0) - 0(1) | ,  | a(l) - /3(0) | , max | a'it) \ , max | ß'(t) | J
\ [0,11 [0,1] /

and define Nit) by

Ç.NU)        s
-ds =   max /?(«) —   min  a(w).

J\       <t>is) u£[o,ii «eio.n

Let

/•*    s
x    <t>is)

then

Nit) = F-M max /3(«) - mina(w) )
\[0,I] [0,i] /

is a continuous function on [0, l]. Let A7 = min[o,i] Nit). Define

S,= {i0,y,N)\ai0) ¿y¿ßi0)}

V{(0,fi(0),y')\?(0)¿y'¿N},

54= {(0,y, -A)|a(0) ^^(0)|

W{(0,a(0),y')|   ~N¿y' ¿a'(0)\,

S6= {(l,y,iV(l))|a(l) ¿y^ßil)}

U{(l,a(l),y')\a'(í)¿y'¿N(l)\,

So= [ÇL, y, -N(l))\a(l) ¿y¿fi(í)\

U{(l,ß(l),y')\   -Nil) ¿y' ¿ß'(\)\.

We can now state and prove our main result which shows the

dependence of Si and S2 on the a priori bounds.

Theorem 3. Assume f(t, y, z) satisfies a Nagumo condition with

respect to a(t), ß(t) EC2 [0, 1 ] with a(t) ¿ß(t) and a"(t) ^f(t, a(t), a'(t)),

ß"(t) ¿f(t, ß(t), ß'(t)) on [0, 1 ]. // Si is a closed connected subset of C(0)

such that Sif^SiT*0, Sir\Si?i0 and if S2 is a closed connected subset
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of C(i) such that 52Pi56 ¿¿0 and S2C\S*9*0, then BVP (l)-(2) has a

solution y(t) with a(t) ay(0 =ß(t)-

Proof. Choose (0, yu yOGSiHS,, (0^2, yi)G5iP\54 such that both
points belong to the same component, Si, of SiC\ {(0, y, z) \ \ z\ ^N].

Choose (0, (8(0), y'3)ESß(0) as follows. If yi=ß(0), let y'3 = y[; if

yi<ß(0), choose y'3>N. Let Libe the line segment joining (0, yit y[) to

(0, (8(0), yi) where, in the case when yi=ß(0), Lx= {(0, yx, y[) ] £Sv

In a similar manner, choose (0, a(0), yi)ESa(0) by letting yi = y2 if

y2 = a(0) or y'i<—N ii y2>a(0), and take L2 to be the line segment

joining (0, y2, y2) to (0, a(0), yi). Let Si = Zi WSiWL2 and observe that

5* is compact, connected and intersects both {(0, a(0), z) | z ^a'(0)}

and {(0,/3(0),z)|z^i3'(0)}.
Pick (1, y6, y¿) GS^-Ss and (1, y6, yé) G^n^e such that both points

belong to the same component, S2, of S2C\{ (1, y, z) | \z\ ^N(l)].het

Li and L« be the half-lines given by {(1, y6, z)|zïîy£} and

{(1, y6> z)\z^y'6] and let S* =LiVJS2\JLt.

Consider the boundary value problem y" =f(t, y, y'),

(6) (0, y(0), y'(0)) E Sf,        (1, y(l), y'(l)) E 52*.

By the construction of Si and by the assumption on f(t, y, z), the

proof of Theorem 2 implies that there is a compact connected subset

CCC(l) of the funnel cross-section P(l, 0, S*) =Uses*F(l, 0, s)

(where P(l, 0, s) denotes the funnel cross-section at t = 1 of all solu-

tions emanating from 5 which exist at t = l) which intersects both

{(1, y, z)ESß(l)\z^ß'(l)} and {(1, y, z)GSa(l)| sSa'(l)}. Hence,

BVP (l)-(6) has, by Theorem 2 and the Nagumo condition, a solu-

tion y(t) with a(t)^y(t)^ß(t), \y'(í)\ £N(l), and in fact (1, y(l),

y'(î.))ES2. From the Nagumo condition, |y'(0)| £>N and by the

construction of S*, (0, y(0), y'(0))G5i. Therefore, BVP (l)-(2) has

a solution y(/).

4. As an application of these results consider the following bound-

ary value problem previously considered by Markus and Amundson

[ó]. This problem arises in studying the dynamics of certain chemical

reactions and is given by

(7) y" = - Liy> - L2k(y),

(8) y(0) = 0,       y'(l) = - Liy(\).

The positive constants Li and L2 depend on various parameters of the

physical problem and k(y) is a continuous, nonincreasing function on

[0, c] with k(y) >0for Oáy <cand k(c) =0.
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Theorem 3 gives the existence of a solution y(t) to BVP (7)-(8)

with 0¿y(t) ¿c since a(t) =0 and ß(t) =c are lower and upper solu-

tions, respectively, and a Nagumo condition is clearly satisfied.
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